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Scope of Works. 

On Site New Bailoy Computer and Software Upgrade Installation. 

March 2019 GTI-SVB-066-0319-GB 

Distribution Regions: All Regions Product Relevance: PC only 

For use by: Consultants, Distributors, Contractors and End Users. 

 

It is Bailoy’s aim to work with the user to achieve their aims for the irrigation system and 

get the system updated with the minimum of disruption. 

The following scope of works is an outline of what we do and what is required from the 

customer prior to and during the installation and should be read in conjunction with the 

order acceptance. 

Prior to Installation. 

Removal of Existing Equipment 

1. If the existing computer is still operational and connected to the DOU, we advise 

leaving it that way until we arrive on site. This will enable us to back-up the 

existing database and view the diagnostic log book for any existing errors. 

2. If the existing computer is not operational a backup of the GTI database must be 

made available to our technician on a USB memory stick 

a. See Bulletin GTI-TD-035 on how to back-up your database or call Bailoy 

for assistance. 

3. It is the client’s responsibility to dispose of any redundant equipment we 

replace.  

Installation of new Equipment 

1. We will install the new equipment in the same location as the existing 

equipment being removed unless you advise us prior to the installation date. 

a. This will enable us to check the new location is possible and to make 

sure we bring any additional parts or materials to complete the 

installation 

 

 



 

Installation Day 

General. 

We aim to be on site by 09.00 and typically require 4 hours to complete the installation 

and testing.  

Pre-installation. 

1. If the existing computer is still connected to the system and is operational, we 

will run a general health check and review the GTI Logbook for any pre-existing 

errors.  

a. Any errors found will be copied to a PDF file on the computer desktop 

and discussed with the ASR before we proceed. 

2. We will then Backup the GTI database onto a memory stick using the “database 

save and restore” utility.  

3. Once completed, any redundant equipment will be disconnected and removed. 

Installation 

When pre-installation checks have been completed, we will continue with the installation as 

follows: 

1. Upgrade DOU Firmware (if required) 

2. Install the new Computer in your chosen location 

3. Re install the backed up GTI database 

4. Make any necessary system adjustments relevant to new features in the 

software upgrade 

5. Run system diagnostics and report on any system issues or recommendations. 

Post Installation Handover. 

1. Once we have completed and tested the installation, we will review the GTI Log 

Book checking for errors.  

a. This will normally match the list taken before the upgrade was started 

but if there are any additional errors, these will be discussed with the 

ASR along with a recommended remedy for these and any previously 

recorded errors. 

b. The errors and recommendations will be recorded on our site visit work 

order and a copy left on site for your records. This can then be handed to 

your appointed Authorised Site Technician (AST) 

2. If you have taken out a GTI System Support Agreement with Bailoy, the 

Technician will go through how to use it  

Training 

Unless you have ordered specific training as part of your onsite visit, the technician may 

only have limited time after the installation to go through any new features and 

functions in the software or hardware.  

If you decide more in-depth training would be of benefit, Bailoy offer various training 

courses to suit all levels of user. You can discuss these with the Technician on site or 

contact us for more information. 


